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There is really a tough competition between the two smartphone being launched by the Samsung. It
is difficult to mark the winner as they are the winner in their own. The two are being chosen as per
the liking of the individual, though itâ€™s tough to make the choice. Both are serving up the market
place very pleasing and are greatly in demand. Talking about the Samsung Galaxy Note, it is still
doubtful whether it is a big phone, small tablet, or pointless hybrid. It does not mean that since it has
got the stylus, it is operating on the Windows Mobile. The 5.3 inches Android is definitely something
big. It is the slighter cellular sibling of Galaxy Note with the dimension of about 146.85 x 82.95 x
9.65 mm and weight of 178g. The Samsung galaxy is easy to carry being handful, that get slip into
the pocket quite easily.

With the small measurement, the Samsung mobile presents to you AMOLED HD display f about 5.3
inches and the phone runs superbly, going with its name, the phone at eye-searing provides the
resolution of 1280 x 800. Similar to the most of the Samsungâ€™s Super AMOLED panels, the
screening angles are really wide broad with the vibrant colours. With the latest GSII variant, the
Samsung quite arguably is resting on the AMOLED glory, marking WVGA resolution as well as
quality of the image to counterbalance a scarcity of pixels, however Samsung galaxy note rapidly
brings stuff bash up to time.

Google Galaxy Nexus build by Samsung has got motivating design devoid of being revolutionary.
Featuring the delicately rounded frontage glass panel which preserves 720p resolution and HD
Super AMOLED touchscreen display is an add-on. Few of the external phone controls include the
volume control which is at the left edge and on right is the power switch. Samsung galaxy nexus is
quite solid with the weight of the 146.2g. With the dimension of 136mm x 68mm x 10.0mm, it is quite
handful. It is long and thick, and fits well in hands being narrower with the smaller screen. There are
no devoted touch responsive phone controls but the best feature it has got is Android 4.0 Ice Cream
Sandwich. Talking about the display in particular, it is completely brilliant. The display is bright,
sharp and colorful, and the diagonal size of 4.65 inch makes it one of the largest smartphone in the
world. Even if it makes use of much-ridicule Pentile sub-pixel agreement, it is the most favored
smartphone display accessible in the market today. Without exaggeration, even the normal human
being will be able to mark the difference, which really matters at the end.
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